WPREIA Newsletter – December 2017
Our next meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, December 19th
Greater Pittsburgh Masonic Center in Ross Twp
3579 Masonic Way, Pittsburgh, PA 15237

Calling all Bakers
We will once again be tapping the culinary talent in the room. If you can bake, then please bring
in some cookies, cupcakes, brownies, etc. to share. The Dec meeting is a festive get together!

REIA Open House
The December REIA meeting will be an Open House. A hybrid of educational and Christmas
Party, so bring your spouse, kids, family, friends, or anyone you want to introduce to real estate!!
First-time guests are free.
If your membership has expired and you aren’t ready to renew yet, or if you’ve visited the club as
a guest and are still deciding whether to join, come this month and just pay $10 at the door.

Charity Drive
We will be collecting clothing and nonperishable food items for the local Veterans support
organization. There will be a drop off table near the front of the vendor room. Thank you for any
donations.

Main Meeting:
6:00 – 7:00 Pizza Networking – Informal networking opportunity before the meeting (let me
know by Noon on Tuesday if you are planning to attend, so enough pizza can be
ordered)
7:00 – 8:00 Club Announcements / Special Presentation - I’m always working on something
new, and if you miss the meeting you won’t know what that is.
Legal Minute with attorney Rob Xides
Accounting Minute with accountant Marty Schwartz
Landlord Minute with Chuck Pupich
Vendor Parade - Come and see our vendors. We have a great array of service
providers.
8:00 – 9:00 Fun, Prizes, and a visit from Santa Uhler!!!
Attorney Ed Santillan - The Newest Trick to Make Big Money at Sheriff Sales.
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Logistics:
Properties for Sale Table – I love this table idea. I wish I could remember who I stole this idea from so I
could give them credit. I think it was RICH Club from Houston. Even if it wasn’t, they do a lot of good
things and deserve credit for something.
Vendor Tables – Vendors are encouraged to set up trade show style in our vendor area.
Sub-Group Table – Don’t forget to look at the sub group table. We have a bunch of sub groups now and
you are bound to be interested in at least one of them. These groups are designed to supplement the
main meetings.
Online Club Calendar – In case you missed it, we added a calendar to the PittsburghREIA.com website.
This way we can keep track of recurring sub-group meetings and club activities all in one place. Find it
under the Events tab.

Membership Renewals
If you need to renew your membership before the meeting then just follow this link
http://pittsburghreia.com/membership/membership_application_form.pdf then print out your application and
bring it in with your check. It is that simple.

…Below is newsletter content that was sent in advance, for those of you who
prefer to read smaller chunks of information more often. It’s being
included for those who missed it…

(Dec 15)

Tuesday the 19th, food, prizes, and a really exciting topic
Let’s start with food. Attention all bakers !!!!
Every December we invite all of the bakers in the club to bring in cookies, cakes, and other creations of
wonder to share. You will be amazed by the talent and creativity of ordinary looking real estate
investors.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The main event will be
Attorney Ed Santillan - The Newest Trick to Make Big Money at Sheriff Sales.
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Expand your ability to increase profits by purchasing properties at Upset Tax Sales. It was a general rule
that properties sold at Upset Tax Sales were not worth your time. Generally, those properties are sold
subject to other secured claims. Let us help change your world by using a legal process to purchase
inventory while eliminating and/or severely reducing claims against the property. This course is not for
the faint of heart but for those sophisticated investors willing to take calculated risks with great
benefits! "Cram Down" purchasing will be discussed by attorney/member, Ed Santillan.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Charity Drive - We will be collecting clothing and non perishable food items for the local veterans
support organization. There will be a drop off table near the front of the vendor room. Thank you for any
donations.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Prizes - We will be giving away more than $1,000 worth of real estate education to some random
attendee.
(Dec 13)

Republican tax plan poised to benefit landlords
A property deal for you
Hi Josh,
Can you send this off to the list and put it on your website.
Perry South Neighborhood. Gutted to the studs and Ready to rehab. zoned two family, but could
possibly be three on third floor if you choose to get rezoned. Needs Everything including new wiring,
plumbing and heating windows and siding. Neighborhood Group very active. School next door was just
purchased by a company to make offices. Closing scheduled sometime in January. Nice street. Owner is
a Non-profit that also gutted and rehabbed the house next door which they use for their offices. They
were going to rehab it but their focus has changed. They did gut it and pour a new concrete basement
floor. $7,000. Contact Barry Rack 412-498-4294 to set a time to view. Photo's available upon request.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Republican tax plan poised to benefit landlords
Josh's comment - Leave it to a CNBC writer to try and make this sound like a bad thing! At worst it will
make it hard for people to become homeowners in high priced cities like San Francisco.
The Republican tax plan could drive more rental demand.
Investors in single-family homes can write off all the expenses of owning and running a rental.
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac allow up to 10 investor loans per person.
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Diana Olick | @DianaOlick
While regular homeowners may be worrying that the Republican tax plan will raise their monthly costs,
investors in single-family rental homes see the proposal as a potential boon to business.
In fact, just the prospect of the plan, which is still being negotiated on Capitol Hill, has more small
investors rushing in.
Unlike owner-occupants, investors in single-family homes can write off all the expenses of owning and
running a rental because the properties are considered a business. The vast majority of individual
investors use mortgages on the properties. Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac allow up to 10 investor loans
per person.
The interest on those mortgages, along with repair and management costs, are deducted from the
income the property produces. Investors are only taxed on that income, so by reducing it, the
investment acts as a tax shelter. None of that would change under the Republican tax proposal.
The tax plan could, however, drive increased demand for single-family rentals because it will reduce the
tax benefits of homeownership. The proposal could eliminate the deduction for property taxes as well as
lower the limit on the mortgage interest deduction. That would hit all homeowners who itemize and
especially those owners of higher-cost properties in expensive locations. That, in turn, would benefit
landlords.

"I think homeowners in those areas, instead of maybe buying up into a different property, will consider
investing elsewhere to take advantage of tax shelters available with single-family investing," said Steve
Hovland, director of research at California-based HomeUnion, a single-family rental marketplace and
management company.
"People that are renting may consider investing into single-family real estate as opposed to owneroccupied real estate just because the tax benefits are so much better."
That is just what Finley Miller, a 34-year-old aerospace engineer in Southern California, is doing. He rents
the home in which he lives but recently invested in two single-family rental homes in Atlanta. After
putting 25 percent down on the mortgages, Miller said he is seeing about a 15 percent return.
"It's attractive relative to what I would guess that the stock market or other asset classes would do, and I
think that will continue to be the case in the foreseeable future," said Miller, who added that he thinks
the tax plan could actually benefit the markets where rental investors are most active.
"If it's a competition for businesses to locate in somewhere like Atlanta or Dallas versus somewhere like
LA or New York, then maybe it's incrementally more attractive now in those lower-cost areas than it was
if this tax plan hadn't gone into effect," Miller said.
A sign advertises an apartment for rent along a row of brownstone townhouses on June 24, 2016 in the
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Brooklyn borough of New York City.
Drew Angerer | Getty Images
A sign advertises an apartment for rent along a row of brownstone townhouses on June 24, 2016 in the
Brooklyn borough of New York City.
The tax plan could also add to some of the issues that are already making homeownership more difficult,
namely lack of supply. If the cap on the mortgage interest deduction were reduced from the current $1
million in mortgage debt to $500,000, which is in the House plan, current homeowners would be
grandfathered into the original cap. That would give them much less incentive to move, thereby
reducing the number of potential homes for sale.
One hit to investors, however, could be a drop in home prices. Investors not only gain income from
monthly rent but from the appreciation of the asset. Several housing industry reports have predicted
that home prices could drop as much as 10 percent as a result of the tax bill.
Miller agrees that prices could fall in more expensive markets, but most single-family investors don't
operate in high-cost areas.
"I just don't think it's particularly likely in the lower-cost markets where most people don't itemize to
begin with, and if they do, they're more likely to see a benefit than a hit," Miller said.
The biggest variable will be demand — does it increase or decrease with the tax bill? Republicans would
argue that the tax plan will stimulate the economy and put more money in Americans' pockets. That, in
turn, could help more young renters buy a home.
But, at the same time that the government is adding fiscal stimulus, it is also raising interest rates, which
could make housing even more expensive.
And that is really the issue for landlords. Home prices continue to rise due to a severe shortage of homes
for sale. If the cost of homeownership gets even higher, due to the tax bill and/or interest rates, it will be
even more difficult for the youngest and largest generation to become homeowners. That means they
will rent longer, and landlords will rake in the profits.
(Dec 12)

Important info Gearing up for the December REIA meeting
The last REIA meeting of the year is only 1 week away. I know, time flies. We have a couple of special
things going on with this meeting and I just wanted to give you all a heads up.
1 ) We expect a visit from Santa Uhler - he is Santa's more energetic brother
2) We will be doing a clothing drive to support homeless veterans. Bring you old clothes, bring new
clothes, bring non perishable food items, etc, These guys need a lot of help in the cold months.
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3) ATTENTION all bakers. We will once again be tapping the culinary talent in the room. If you can bake,
then please bring in some cookies, cupcakes, brownies, etc to share. The Dec meeting is a festive get
together, and we traditionally have lots and lots of great food.
I can't wait to see you all
Josh
(Dec 10)

Private money request, venue search, a warning, and news for real estate investors
Happy Sunday morning. It sounds like it will be a cold one, so stay inside and read your newsletter. Also
don't forget that each day moves us closer to the REIA meeting on the 19th. It will be a fun one.
Let's start off with a warning that I picked up from the facebook rehabbers group From Andy Ballester
HELP, HELP, HELP PLEASE SHARE, SHARE SHARE, Crooked contractors need to be held responsible,
Timothy Currie is a thief works with his son Jared Currie do not hire these guys, they go by mytt
contractors or Stl contractors, they ripped me off for 3000$ deposit over a month ago showed up one
day and never returned. Call him text him and tell him Andy wants his money. I want a thousand people
to respond and shut his and sons number down . His number is 412 801 0119, his son who will not
answer or respond also is 260 517 8840. I treat people right I expect the same in return. Please share
these numbers with everyone take a stand against thieving contractors, call them text them. Don't let
the next guy get ripped off people work hard for there money and shouldn't have to deal with thieves.
SHUT THEM DOWN.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Now who wants to make some money making a loan to an investor?
90k needed for purchase and rehab - 5 units purchase and renovation in Pitcarn - it will rent for 3500 per
month when complete.
contact -Ken - kenmudan@gmail.com
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Looking for a venue to host a Christian Women's forum.
this came from a REIA member and I have no idea what the answer is but I know we have a lot of very
knowledgeable people in this club.
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I am on the planning team for the Pittsburgh Catholic Women's Conference. We held our conference a
few weeks ago at Cardinal Wuerl North Catholic High School in Cranberry. We had 900 women in
attendance for our first annual conference! We are maxed out in that location and need to find a larger
venue for next October. We've looked into wedding venues, none are large enough. Wyndham
downtown wants $67,000. Convention Center is too expensive. Duquesne doesn't allow their facilities to
be used during basketball season. Soldiers and Sailors may be an option except for parking. On and on it
goes.
We're thinking a large, open, warehouse type of space with parking may be an option. We can figure out
chair rental and lunch catering. Does anything like that come to your mind? You know people with real
estate!
Eileen Fratangelo
ejfrat@yahoo.com
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Please tell everyone:
Cashflow game night is canceled for this Wednesday. Have a safe and wonderful Holiday Season and
may all of you get out of the Rat Race in 2018!
Thank you!
Kathryn Schimmel
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Great Article from Jay Belcher
Rentals are fabulous. They create wealth over time. They can become a money pit, but assuming you
start right and manage things marginally well, you’ll do okay.
You’ll do better (financially) if you manage the places yourself. On the other hand, arguably you’ll enjoy
a greater level of sanity if you get the right property manager in your stead. I have a foot in both camps
at present. I am a property manager, I use a property manager, and I’m even in the process of trying to
use an assistant to help with properties. If you’re on the front lines of management, you’re going to have
to deal with one of the big downsides of rentals – tenants.
Yes, people have a way of jacking up your plans, your day, and your peace. They call and make small
issues sound like big problems. So it was no surprise when I got a call late this past summer on a place
that I manage. There were bees in the house. My initial thought was “No kidding – bees in the summer?”
or “Why are you telling me?”
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Anyone in customer service knows you have to hide your inner jackass and put on a friendly face. It
turned out it was a couple bees in the kitchen and there had been a bee a few days prior. Naturally I
should drop everything, grab my beekeeper suit and head out. I opted for “Okay – let me know if more
get in.”
More did get in. The phone rang again in a couple days – the tenant is getting six or seven bees a day in
the house. Six or seven? Really? I am naturally skeptical of such claims, yet you can’t dismiss them
either. After all even if it’s 3-4 it’s beyond the natural occurrence of summertime and open windows.
Something is going on. “I’ll come out tomorrow and take look.”
When I arrive I find the tenant has been so thorough as to keep some dead bees in a sandwich bag so we
can identify them. Alrighty! I’m not really interested in taking the “bag-o-bees” home, but I do take a
picture in case I want to try my hand at identifying them online.
I look around hoping for a bees’ nest clearly visible on the outside of the house near the kitchen window.
No such luck. I find a piece of siding has blown loose and the “bees,” which I actually suspect are Yellow
Jackets, are nesting in the wall. Ugh. I’m just dumb enough to try a fix myself, so I try my can of spray
that’s supposed to reach like 15 feet. Unfortunately my ammunition falls short of the mark. Putting plan
B into action, I call our roofer to take a shot at it from a ladder.
The day following the roofer’s visit I find an early morning voicemail. It sounded like something out of a
horror movie. Bees everywhere. Apparently the spraying outside left the bees scurrying away from the
poison and finding their way in. I knew this required immediate action, so I headed over with my secret
weapon, the vacuum. I was still skeptical as to the number of bees inside.
I arrived and found the claims were inflated, it wasn’t exactly a “swarm”, but still the issue was,
nevertheless legitimate. With a long reach vacuum tube I proudly slayed several bees. And wouldn’t you
know it I got stung at the very end when I thought the real threat was abated. Can’t let your guard
down!
In the end we ultimately had to call in a pest pro to knock out the problem with a guarantee behind their
work. That fixed the bee problem, and moreover the problem of the phone calls. Sometimes you just
can’t handle it on your own and need to call in the pro. The trick is figuring out which is which.
Sometimes even with experience you take a detour down the wrong road a bit.
Oh and by the way, the bee guy said the spray was the wrong approach for a nest you can’t clearly see.
Well at least I have a good name for a bee guy now!

Jay Belcher
You can comment and ask Q’s on Bigger Pockets where this blog lives:
https://www.biggerpockets.com/blogs/8882-boots-on-the-ground-success-and-mistakes
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------This mortgage fraud is still a big deal in our world. If you havent seen the movie "the Big Short" I
suggest you rent it. There is an opportunity in bad mortgages.

Trump: CFPB not dropping penalties against Wells Fargo, bank will be fined for mortgage issues
Responds to Reuters report on Mulvaney pausing regulatory action
December 8, 2017
Ben Lane
1 Comment
KEYWORDS CFPB CFPB director CFPB enforcement CFPB rules Consumer Financial Protection Bureau
Mick Mulvaney President Donald Trump rate lock extension Richard Cordray Trump Administration
Wells Fargo Wells Fargo Mortgage
Wells Fargo bank photo
In addition to all the issues Wells Fargo faced over the last year, the bank said back in October that it
planned to refund more than 100,000 borrowers who were improperly charged for rate lock extensions
from Sept. 16, 2013, through Feb. 28, 2017.
As it turns out, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau was also looking into the issue and apparently
planned to fine the bank for the improper rate lock fees, until Mick Mulvaney took over as acting
director – or so it appeared.
Reuters reported Thursday that Mulvaney, who President Donald Trump installed as acting director of
the CFPB after Richard Cordray stepped down, was considering whether to enforce a fine against Wells
Fargo that Cordray signed off on before he stepped down.
From Reuters:
The new acting head of the U.S. consumer finance watchdog is reviewing whether Wells Fargo & Co
should pay tens of millions of dollars over alleged mortgage lending abuse, according to three sources
familiar with the dispute.
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) had been investigating the mortgage issue since early
this year, said one current and two former officials. The agency accepted an internal review from Wells
Fargo and set settlement terms in early November, said the sources, who were not authorized to speak
about internal discussions.
Richard Cordray, the former CFPB director who initiated the Wells Fargo action, approved the terms of a
possible settlement before stepping down, said the sources.
According to the article, the rate lock fine would not be as substantial as the $100 million levied against
Wells Fargo by the CFPB over the bank’s massive fake account scandal, but could be “tens of millions of
9
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dollars.”
The article stated that the Wells Fargo is among the regulatory matters that Mulvaney is currently
reviewing and could choose not to move forward with.
But, according to Trump himself, any pending penalties against Wells Fargo will be enforced. Trump also
warned there could be more sanctions against the bank.
Trump made the proclamation in a tweet posted Friday morning, seemingly claiming that the Reuters
report was incorrect. Although, it should be noted that the Reuters report did not claim that Mulvaney
was considering dropping the fine altogether; just that it was one of the issues that Mulvaney was
currently reviewing.
“Fines and penalties against Wells Fargo Bank for their bad acts against their customers and others will
not be dropped, as has incorrectly been reported, but will be pursued and, if anything, substantially
increased,” Trump wrote. “I will cut Regs but make penalties severe when caught cheating!”
Trump did not specifically mention the Reuters report or the nature of the “bad acts” that Wells Fargo
supposedly committed, but did suggest that the penalties could be increased.
When Wells Fargo first disclosed that it planned to refund the rate lock fees, it said that in total,
approximately $98 million in rate lock extension fees were assessed to about 110,000 borrowers during
the period in question.
But, the company said at the time that it believes a substantial number of those fees were appropriately
charged under its policy.
As a result, the amount ultimately refunded likely will be lower than $98 million, as not all of the fees
assessed were actually paid and some fees already have been refunded, but that figure does not
account for the pending CFPB fine.
For added explanation, a rate lock means that a borrower’s interest rate won’t change between the
offer and closing, as long as they close within the specified time frame and there are no changes to their
application.
Following an internal review, Wells Fargo said in October that a rate lock extension policy implemented
in September 2013 was, at times, not consistently applied, resulting in some borrowers being charged
fees for delays that were the bank’s fault.
Wells Fargo said that on March 1, 2017, it changed the mortgage rate lock extension process to ensure
more consistency by establishing a centralized review team that reviews all rate lock extension requests
for consistent application of policy.
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Despite that change, the bank still faces a fine from the CFPB. Or maybe it faced a fine, but doesn’t
anymore? Time will tell.

(Dec 6)

Opportunity for someone with good credit
Opportunity for someone with good credit was the title of this email and I know it sounds like the title to
some scam where you invest in a gold mine in Nigeria, but I couldn't think of a better way to describe
this deal
We have a local developer in REIA who is very experienced but he has only been in this country for less
than a year, so he has a very limited credit history. He is going for a commercial loan to turn a big
building into a series of apartments. The simple math on this deal is that he needs 7 million and he will
sell it for 12 million a year later or keep it and cash flow 100k per month. I have looked at his numbers
and they work.
Now here is the catch. Because the developer has a very limited credit history, he cant get the loan
without a cosigner. The cosigner has to have a strong credit history. In exchange for being a cosigner, he
is willing to give up 10% of this deal. Those of you who are good at math would have figured out that
10% of the projected profit is $500k. If you are still reading then I can set you up to meet the developer
and interrogate him about this deal. Personally I think the deal is a very good one, but I am already
involved in this deal from the finance side, so I can't be the cosigner.
If you might be interested, then email me directly
Josh
PittsburghREIA@aol.com
PS: He only needs one person, so dont take it personally if someone else gets the deal.

(Dec 1)

TGIF - REIA updates
Thank God it's Friday.
I actually had to do something that looked like work this week, and I can tell you that
I didn't like it. I had long days and meetings for 3 straight days. It was Hell. I like real
estate investing a lot better. I generally work in 1-2 hour bursts and I do that on my
own time schedule.
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Landlord/Property Manager Colleagues:
We heard you! Our first workshop is the one that most of you asked for in focus
groups…”Yucky Bugs.” This includes treating and avoiding bed bugs. Please see
the attached flyer for more details about which yucky bugs will be
discussed. (Please note: we have space for 30 participants on a first come, first
served basis.)
When / Where?
Tuesday, December 12, 2017; 9am-12pm
CLASS (Community Living & Support Services), 1400 South Braddock Ave,
Pittsburgh, PA 15218.
Free parking on site
If We Haven’t Heard From You, Yet…
Sometimes property managers and their tenants with disabilities have challenges
in working together. We want to ensure that people with disabilities are served
in the most integrated and appropriate settings. We would like to introduce you
to a new resource in Allegheny County to assist you in providing housing to
people with disabilities — The Housing Connector.
You are invited to join us for a “Yucky Bugs” workshop for owners and managers
on Tuesday, December 12, 2017 from 9:00 to 12:00 at CLASS, 1400 South
Braddock Ave, Pittsburgh, PA 15218, with free parking, to learn how the
Housing Connector can help you fill your regular and accessible vacancies with
individuals and families with disabilities.
What is the Housing Connector? It is a collaboration between ACTION-Housing
and Allegheny County Department of Human Services (ACDHS) and was
developed to make finding housing easier and more direct for individuals with
varying disabilities. This new program connects individuals and families with
disabilities to independent housing options of their choice, in the community of
their choice. The Housing Connector understands the needs of both property
managers and tenants/prospective tenants. Both HUD and PHFA are
represented on the program’s Advisory Committee.
What Can the Housing Connector Do For You? The Housing Connector can help
find tenants who need accessible units! The Housing connector also helps
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prospective tenants complete the application and any necessary paperwork
accurately and quickly!
In addition, the Housing Connector wants to hear from you about what you
would find helpful when working with tenants who have challenging
behaviors. Specifically: what are the behaviors you encounter? what do you do
when faced with the behaviors and/or their effects? what information or
assistance would you like to help better handle or manage the behaviors and
effects? Community Human Services (CHS) is helping us with this work.
Please join us on December 12, 2017 at 9:00am at CLASS on Braddock
Avenue. Please RSVP to asnider@actionhousing.org to reserve your space (and
so we can have an accurate food count).
We look forward to seeing you!
Amy F. Snider
ACTION-Housing, Inc.
412-281-2102 x2019
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------Hey Josh,
I don't have everyone from the groups email address. Can you please share the
below in the next REIA newsletter?

Thank you to everyone that came out to the South Hills subgroup! We had a
great meeting with Ryan Fisher from PV Settlement, LLC. Should you have any
additional questions Ryan is a great resource and has provided his contact
information and can be reached at status@pvstitle.com or 412-593-4800. I've
used him myself in the past and he's even more helpful when you're trying to
figure out a specific deal.
Based on your questions Ryan has provided his links to some different resources
that you can use to do a little bit of the up front research on your own. As we
learned at the meeting that's only the beginning though so you really need to
talk to an expert like Ryan to get the whole story on a property.
Allegheny County Assessment Site:
http://www2.county.allegheny.pa.us/RealEstate/Search.aspx
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Allegheny County Prothonotary Site:
https://dcr.alleghenycounty.us/Civil/UserRegistration.aspx (Registration, this is a
free site, but must register)
https://dcr.alleghenycounty.us/Civil/LoginSearch.aspx (For when you register,
you login here)
Allegheny County Register of Wills Office
https://dcr.alleghenycounty.us/wills/Home.aspx
Allegheny County Recorder of Deeds Search
https://pa_allegheny.uslandrecords.com/palr/
Tony Angotti
Realtor, RE Investor, Deacon Hoover Real Estate Advisors
O: 412-939-SOLD X108 || C: 412-254-3013 Preferred || F:412-5066834 ||angotti.realestate@gmail.com || http://www.412agent.com|| 552
Washington Ave Carnegie, PA 15106

(Nov 27)

REIA now offers Healthcare for small business owners
Hello Pittsburgh REIA
We now have group healthcare for members !!!!

Thanks to the joys of the affordable care act, lots of small business owners have
been paying insane premiums or paying fines to the government for not being
able to afford health insurance. Our very own congressman Mike Doyle helped to
give you this burden. Maybe someone should run against him some day.
We thanks to God and the free market, we finally have an alternative. REIA now
has access to group healthcare rates, through our partnership with NREIC. YAY
Agentra Healthcare - Group Healthcare & Insurance Benefit Plans for National
REIC Partners Only, Group Guaranteed Acceptance Includes Pre Existing
Conditions. Click Here To Apply: http://agentrabenefits.com/nreic/ (Choose Your
Good, Better, Best Policy)
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•
•

Bronze, Silver, or Gold Health Insurance / Prescription / Vision / Dental /
Life / Critical Illness (A La Carte)
For More Information National REIC Partners & Club Members Call: 855 902 - 8875
Click Here To Apply: http://agentrabenefits.com/nreic/ (Guaranteed
Group Policy)

(Nov 23)

Happy Thanksgiving Pittsburgh Real Estate Investors
I just wanted to reach out to you all and say thank you for being part of our club.
This is the time of year that we celebrate everything that we are thankful for. So, I wanted to remind
you of a few unique things that real estate investors can be thankful for.
As real estate investors we have a lot to be thankful about.
We have the ability to build the life of our dreams, through real estate.
We have the ability to build a financial legacy which will survive long after we are gone.
We have the ability to help other people in times of chaos because we understand how to structure
deals in a way that benefits everyone.
Most importantly, we can be thankful for our real estate family. Over the course of the year, I have
watched networking turn into strong friendships within the real estate investor community. These
friendships blossom into something of an extended family relationship. We are stuck with our genetic
relatives, but our real estate family is truly something to be thankful for.
I can’t wait to see what next year brings
To your success
Josh
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(Nov 22)

Protecting Assets with Entities vs. Insurance
By David M. Tkacik, Esq.
November 21, 2017
Many investors automatically form business entities such as LLCs for every new property they purchase.
However, many others maintain real property in their own name or in their and their spouse’s names,
reasoning that insurance will protect them should anything go wrong.
Insurance is an excellent way to mitigate risk from hazards such as fires or hail storms. The amount of
insurance needed for fire damage is usually easily determined by the property’s cost of construction.
However, when it comes to protecting against lawsuits for personal injuries it may be very difficult to
determine how much insurance is enough. A tenant personal injury lawsuit could be worth $20,000, or it
could be worth significantly more.
Consider the following scenario: husband and wife own a property in their own names and rent to a
tenant. The tenant suffers from diabetes and is on disability. The lease is very clear that the tenant is
responsible for snow and ice removal in winter. However, on a snowy day the tenant slips and falls on
the entry stoop to the home which is covered in sheet of ice. The tenant has to undergo multiple
surgeries, and ultimately suffers permanent injuries. The tenant then locates a plaintiff’s personal injury
attorney and sues the husband and wife on the theory that the landlord failed to maintain the
property’s gutters, which in turn caused water to drip onto the front stoop, thereby causing the ice. The
tenant testifies that despite his diligent efforts at snow and ice removal, he could not prevent the ice
because the landlord did not maintain the property. Husband and wife have a 100/400 liability insurance
policy, which means they have only $100,000 of liability coverage for each incident.
After a trial a jury finds that tenant’s pain and suffering, lost earning potential, and medical bills are
worth $200,000. The insurance company then pays the policy limit of $100,000 to the tenant, ending
their involvement in the case. Next, the tenant’s attorneys look to the personal assets of the husband
and wife, which include their home, vehicles, savings – basically everything they have worked hard all
their lives for. Husband and wife now are left with some difficult choices to make, including possibly
filing for bankruptcy.
Had the husband and wife in the above example had simply purchased that property with an LLC
instead, they could have avoided the tenant’s attorneys from reaching their personal assets. A judgment
against an LLC is, absent some very unusual circumstances, only collectible against that LLC. If the
property had been owned in an LLC, the worst case scenario is that the tenant’s attorneys look to the
equity in the property for their recovery.
Thus, the best way to protect your personal assets is to have both liability insurance and own the
property in an entity such as an LLC. Setting up an LLC is quite easy and can be done in a matter of days.
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If you have questions about forming an entity for real estate investment such as a limited liability
company (LLC), limited partnership (LP), or corporation contact David M. Tkacik, Esq. at
DTkacik@TkacikLawOffice.com or at 412-414-9644.
David M. Tkacik, Esq. is the owner of Tkacik Law Office (www.TkacikLawOffice.com), a real estate and
civil litigation law firm.
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Our Business Partner Members
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www.USAREMentoring.com
USA Real Estate Mentoring Group
“Your Highway to Success”

Mentoring is the key to your success in Real Estate Investing!
We are:
-Successful Investors Currently Investing in Today’s Real Estate Market
- Best Selling Authors
-Our Group of Mentors Have Personally Trained Over One Hundred Real Estate Investors
-We KNOW Pennsylvania, and How to Invest Legally in Pennsylvania!
-Access to Our Team Members and Systems
-We Meet Once Per Month in the Pittsburgh Area (Wexford)
-1st Meeting is Free
-Different Levels of Training and Pricing Available
Visit www.usarementoring.com for more info
Brian Snyder: 412-992-8884
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